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Abstract
Quality estimation is a key study in biometrics, allowing
optimisation and improvement of existing authentication
systems by giving a prediction on the model performance
based on the goodness of the sample or the user. In this
paper, we propose a quality metric for swipe gestures on
mobile devices. We evaluate a quality score for subjects
on enrollment and for swipe samples, we estimate three
quality groups and explore the correlation between our
quality score and a state-of-art biometric authentication
classifier performance. A further analysis based on the
combined effects of subject quality and the amount of enrollment samples is conducted, investigating if increasing
or decreasing enrollment size affects the authentication
performance for different quality groups. Results are shown
for three different public datasets, highlighting how higher
quality users score a lower equal error rate compared to
medium and low quality users, while high quality samples
get a higher similarity score from the classifier.
Keywords-Mobile biometrics, behavioural biometrics,
swipe gestures, user quality, sample quality.

1

Introduction

Over recent years, aligned to the rise of mobile technologies, biometrics authentication became increasingly popular. Smartphone devices contain many sensors that can
acquire different biometric signals. In particular, some
datasets have been collected in the last years including
behavioural biometrics (e.g. keystroke, swipe, signature)
[1, 2, 3, 4]. In particular, swipe biometrics is focused on authenticating the user, continuously or on queries, based on
behavioural informations gathered from fingers interaction
978-1-7281-9186-7/20/$31.00 c 2020 IEEE

with a device touch screen. Compared to signature recognition, it introduces more challenges due to a lower amount
of time samples captured and the lack of visual information
feedback. It is well known that there are several aspects that
influence authentication performance [5], including quality
of sample and ability of the subject. A poor quality user
template might cause a lack of robustness against attacks
(i.e. increasing the False Positives). On the other hand,
poor quality samples might reduce the recognition rates of
genuine users (i.e. increasing the False Negatives).
In this paper we propose a framework to evaluate quality of swipes at both single sample and user template levels,
based on the spread of the population and the consistency of
the user. We consider three quality groups and perform an
analysis based on the effect of the quality and the amount
of enrollment data in performance. The quality study we
propose aims to improve the performance of an authentication system in a multitude of ways, such as selecting better quality samples for enrollment, requesting a longer or
shorter enrollment depending on the user quality group or
weighting the thresholds according to subject quality.
Results are obtained in terms of average similarity score
and equal error rate (EER) per quality range from three
different public swipe datasets. To perform the evaluation
we used an existing fusion model for swipe authentication
based on a combination of a discriminative non-linear classifier and a statistical mixture model [6].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights the recent studies in biometric quality. Section 3 describes the classifier configuration, the preprocessing of data and the methodologies used to estimate quality
scores and to define quality ranges. In Section 4 we describe the public datasets used and the experimental protocols. Section 5 describes the experimental results achieved.
Finally Section 6 draws the final conclusions and addresses
future challenges.

2

Related Works

Over the past years, biometric quality has been a topic of
interest for many research groups and has seen its definition
changed multiple times. Most studies were focused on image quality for fingerprint, iris and face recognition; quality
was assesed in terms of extractability of features or suitability of the sample or even as an estimation of degrading
factors known to affect the classification.
In 2014 Bharadwaj et al. [7] reviewed the methodologies
for quality assessment and explored factors that could affect
quality for different modalities. Regarding fingerprint quality assessment, in 2005 NIST released the “Fingerprint Image Quality (NFIQ) Compliance Test” [8]. More recently,
in 2016, Yao et al. published a review of quality assessments for fingerprints [9].
Regarding face, different studies assessed quality for
face images considering different kinds of approaches and
issues. Corsetti et al. [10] investigated how accessibility influences the quality of captured image and therefore the authentication process, revealing how users with accessibility
issues struggle providing good samples compared to control
population. Chen et al. [11] proposed a flexible ranking
method to evaluate the quality of face images depending on
the dataset and the authentication system in use, allowing to
select the best performing images during the authentication
process (when more than one is provided, for example in a
video recording). Hernandez-Ortega et al. [12] developed a
quality assessment approach for face recognition based on
deep learning (FaceQnet). Very recently, NIST has released
the “Face Image Quality Asssessment” on the Ongoing Face
Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) [13].
Regardless the common interest to develop a solid and
consistent quality score for each modality, few studies have
been conducted on behavioural biometrics, except for signature recognition. A big issue is the absence of ground
truth when it comes to behavioural biometrics (such as
swipe or keystroke dynamics). Manual labeling is also not
possible in these cases due to lack of understanding, unlike
in the case of pictures where visual samples are provided.
A number of studies have explored the impact of quality in signatures trying to find metrics or predictors to estimate sample quality and correlate to the classification performance. Müller et al. [14] described the a priori and
a posteriori approaches to evaluate quality on handwritten
signatures, identifying specific quality features descriptive
of signature stability; Galbally et al. [15] applied the SigmaLongnormal model as a quality estimator for handwritten
signature, while Sae Bae et al. [16] proposed a quality metric for online signatures that measures the separation between intra-user and inter-users distributions.
In our study we have considered the approach of Sae
Bae et al. [16] adapting it to the case of swipe biomet-

rics. We consider both sample and user quality and extract
behavioural features and evaluate consistency of samples.

3

Methods

There are a limited number of studies regarding quality of
behavioural biometrics, mostly because of the lack of metrics and ground truth. Currently, there is no ISO standard
that defines what makes a sample “good” or “bad” in terms
of quality and the definition of biometric quality itself is not
absolute. For our study we took as reference the quality definition from NIST [17]: “A sample should be of good quality if it’s suitable for automated matching. [. . . ] A quality
measure could be tuned to predict the performance of one
matcher or the more difficult case of one that generalizes to
other matchers or classes of matchers.”
We applied this definition to elaborate a quality metric
for both sample and user quality and for both cases we estimated three quality ranges (low, medium and high) and
studied the correlation between the quality score and the
performance of a classifier (in terms of similarity score and
EER) on various datasets. The quality metric is based on
the algorithm by Sae-Bae et al. [16], but we have modified
it to take into account other factors like population, task and
time lapse. The quality score we used is defined as:
Q=

N
1 X ||µlf − µgf ||
r
N
σl2 +σg2
f =1

(1)

f

f

2

with N = number of extracted features and f = f th feature from the sample; µ and σ are the mean and standard
deviation operators; l and g subscripts stand for local and
global. We refer with local to the single sample or subject,
respectively for sample and user quality, and with global
to the estimator of the population, which is a global value
obtained by all samples in the considered dataset.
The classifier we used, based on [6], is a multimodal system that combines a Support Vector Machines (SVM) with
non linear kernel and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) at
the score level. This system comprises the statistical modelling from the GMM and the good discriminate ability of
SVM. From every swipe, two feature vectors are extracted
and used as inputs for the two models and a single similarity
score is evaluated by the system for each swipe. For authentication, ten consecutive swipes are used and their similarity
scores are averaged.

3.1

User Template Quality

To estimate user quality we preprocessed the data extracting
from each swipe two feature vectors of 28 and 5 dimensions
each, according to [6]. The first 28 extracted features are

representative of the state-of-the-art swipe biometric recognition:
- mean, standard deviation, first quartile, second quartile and third quartile of velocity, acceleration, pressure and finger area.
- x and y coordinates of extreme points in the stroke.
- Distance between start and end of the stroke.
- Stroke duration.
- Distance traveled.
The last 5 features were proposed for on-line signature
recognition. These features are selected from a larger set of
100 features as explained in [6]:
-

θ (finger down to finger up)
σax (std of the acceleration in x)
(xmax − xmin )/xmaxrange
(x − xmin )/x
(ymax − ymin )/ymaxrange

From the second set of features, the last four features are
considered for vertical strokes, in case of horizontal ones x
and y are swapped in the formulations.
A quality score is calculated from the extracted features
using equation (1), but instead of considering a small subset
of impostors, we calculated the global mean µg and standard deviation σg from all users and samples in the database
with respect to each task and only on first session, if there
was more than one. µl and σl are calculated for each feature
over the enrollment samples of the i-th subject. The enrollment samples of each user are also included in the computation of the global mean and variance, to avoid them being
automatically considered outliers from the population and,
as a consequence, having a higher quality score than expected.
For each subject a single quality score is evaluated for
each direction (meaning that the same user could provide
better data for specific tasks) and the corresponding EER is
obtained with the classifier for inter and intra sessions.

3.2

Sample Quality

Compared to subject quality, the estimation of a score for
a single sample required further preprocessing. Also, new
features had to be extracted with specific conditions to ensure that they were descriptive of a sample goodness and
not of the unicity of the user. Those conditions are:
- Locally defined features.
- Screen independent.
- Device invariant.
- Position independent.
Considering these issues, we extracted six derivative features (point to point velocity and acceleration on x-axis, yaxis and distance travelled) and two physiological (screen

pressure and finger area). From Equation 1, µl and σl are
computed over the sample points for all the features. Global
mean and standard deviations of the previously calculated
features’ means are evaluated over all the samples in the
database:
S

µgf =

σg f =

1X
µi
S i=1 lf
sP
S
2
i=1 (µlfi − µg f )

(2)

S−1

where S is the total number of samples in the database.
A quality score is then assigned to each sample following
Equation 1 taking into account these new µgf and σgf . Instead of the EER, for each sample used during the testing
phase the similarity score is stored and only the genuine
samples are considered. The reason is that the same genuine sample could be an impostor if compared to the profile of another subject during the evaluation, but it would
still maintain the same quality score. Thus, in this case it’s
better to just consider the correlation between quality and
similarity score for genuine samples.

3.3

K-means Clustering and Quantile Normalization

It’s important to notice that the quality score used in this
study has no upper bound and as stated before there is no
ground truth for quality. To define ranges and thresholds
we propose two methodologies: K-means and quantile normalisation.
One approach is to use K-means algorithm [18] with K
as the number of quality ranges set to 3 (low, medium and
high) to cluster the data in an unsupervised mode. We ran
the algorithm using just the quality score for both user and
sample quality for each scenario/task. Once obtained the
thresholds, the mean and the variance of the EER (or similarity scores for sample quality) are computed for every
range and compared. This approach worked well when considering a large number of points, but with few sparse ones
(like in datasets with few subjects in case of user quality or
tasks with few samples in case of sample quality) the estimation of the cluster means was mostly random and not
completely reliable.
The second proposed solution is a max score normalization with fixed thresholds at 0.33 and 0.66 and outliers
removal. A standard scaler was not a good option (negative
values, no constraints) and a normal min-max or max scaler
would be biased by the presence of outliers. With our approach, we normalize the data based not on the maximum
quality score in the dataset, but on the 95th quantile (considering the 5% of the samples as outliers). This methodology
works quite well with small datasets containing outliers,

the downside is that it also considers equal width for all
the quality ranges (which might not necessarily be the real
case). This method is still a valid option when K-means algorithm cannot be applied and highlights quite consistently
the correlation between quality and classifier performance.

4

Datasets and Experiments

Before explaining the experimental protocol, we describe in
this section the public swipe datasets used, to give an insight
on the demographic and how data were collected.

4.1

Serwadda Dataset

This is a public database collected at Louisiana Tech University by Serwadda et al. [19] from 190 different subjects
of different ages with one smartphone (Google Nexus S.).
The data were collected through two applications, asking
the subject multiple questions and allowing free interaction
with the touch screen. Touch data were recorded considering only one finger touch and ignoring other interactions
with multi-touch like zooms. Features collected were x and
y coordinates, timestamp, pressure, finger area.
Data collection was split in two sessions at least one day
apart, the overall number of strokes per user was around 80.
Amongst the three datasets, the Serwadda database is the
largest in terms of number of samples and subjects.

4.2

Frank Dataset

This database was collected by Frank et al. [20], and it is
composed of swipe data collected in two sessions (1 week
distance) from 41 subjects. Data have been acquired from
several different android devices and two applications have
been developed for the purpose. Users were free to interact
with the screen. The applications captured x and y coordinates, pressure, finger area, timestamp, device orientation
and finger orientation. It is also important to state that not
all swipe directions count the same number of samples, with
the down direction containing the most samples.

4.3

Antal Dataset

The last public database used in this study is composed of
horizontal and vertical swipe data collected from 71 users
on eight different mobile devices [21]. An application has
been developed for the purpose and the strokes were task
related (vertical to read text, horizontal to choose pictures).
The data was collected in one single session with each user
interacting with multiple devices. The same features of the
previous database were collected. It is important to note that
the majority of swipes in this datasets are horizontal, while
the least amount is found in the Up direction.

4.4

Experiments

4.4.1

Sample Quality Protocol

For each database and each swipe we extracted the three
feature vectors, two for the classifier and the last one for
the sample quality estimation. We calculated the global µ
and σ for the quality features over all the samples in the
first session for each stroke direction. Then we assigned to
all samples in the test set (either the second session for inter session scenario or same for intra session scenario) the
quality score using equation 1 and a similarity score evaluated with the classifier.
The K-means algorithm is then used to find quality
thresholds on genuine samples considering the corresponding similarity score. Mean and variance of the similarity
scores for the samples in the three quality ranges are calculated, expecting a correlation between quality and classifier performance (similarity score should be higher for high
quality samples).
4.4.2

User Quality Protocol

After extracting the two quality vectors used for the classifier, we computed the quality score for each user during the
training phase of the classifier, using 10 enrollment samples from every different subject. Then we evaluated subjects’ EER for inter and intra session and for each dataset
and stroke direction. We divided again users in three quality groups, using K-means for the Serwadda database and
quantile normalization for the Antal and Frank datasets,
due to the low amount of subjects compared to the other
database. After estimating the quality groups, we repeated
the classifier evaluation three more times, considering different numbers of enrollment samples for each user (5 , 15
and 20 samples) and comparing the mean EERs for the different quality groups for each enrollment size.

5

Results

For Sample Quality, Table 1 shows the mean and standard
deviation (in brackets) of the similarity score for testing
genuine samples, considering quality ranges, stroke directions, sessions and datasets. Higher scores represent a better
classifier performance. An example is shown in Fig. 1.
Intra-session classification performs better in every circumstance, due to the increased consistency of the subjects.
Overall, we can see an increase of the similarity score for
higher quality samples, with some exceptions (especially in
the Frank database) caused probably by a smaller number of
samples or increased inconsistency towards certain stroke
directions.
For User Quality, Tables 2, 3 and 4 show EER values
(mean and standard deviation) for the three datasets, con-

Figure 1: Sample quality score vs Similarity score, Serwadda database, intra session, right swipe. K-means algorithm has been used to cluster the three ranges.

sidering directions, sessions and number of enrollment samples. Examples of quality clustering using quantile normalisation and corresponding distribution of EER per range are
showed in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The Tables highlight not
only the decreasing EER over the quality ranges, but also
how the different number of training samples affect the performance for different quality subjects. In general, high
quality users are quite consistent with their own samples
and increasing or decreasing the number of enrollment samples does not impact on the classifier performance. On the
other hand, for low quality users, increasing the number of
training samples helps providing correct classification during testing, as showed in Figure 4.
Empty values occur when there are no samples in the
related quality ranges; this happens only for the Frank and
Antal datasets, having less subjects and majority of strokes
in specific directions.

6

Conclusions

We have conducted a study to analyse authentication performance on swipe based on user and sample quality on our
proposed metric, in order to reduce EER and False Negative Rate (FNR) once the quality is assessed. In particular,
we defined three ranges (low, medium and high quality) for
both sample and subject, depending on which a larger number of training data could be asked (in case of low quality
user) or another stroke attempt could be acquired (in case
of low quality sample) to improve the performance of the
classifier.
In most of the cases, the results proved our assumptions:
higher quality user on average score a lower EER and are

Figure 2: User quality vs EER in Serwadda database (Direction: down, Intra session). Here we used quantile normalisation to separate quality groups.

Figure 3: Histograms of the subjects’ EERs distribution per
quality group in Serwadda database (Direction: down, Intra
session).

less affected by varying the number of enrollment samples,
while increasing it for low quality users leads to a considerable improvement in classification.
In case of the sample quality, we show how widely
spread are the similarity scores for low quality samples
compared to high quality, leading to misclassification and
false rejections. Applying a quality threshold at the acquisition could result in better performance for many systems.
In addition to these protective measurements, other uses
of this study involve:
• Monitoring low quality users to identify and prevent
attacks.
• In case of devices with multiple authentication systems, select the fittest one for the given subjects de-

INTRA
SESSION

Down
Up
Left
Right

Low
0.73 (0.12)
0.71(0.14)
0.63 (0.23)
0.67 (0.19)

Quality Range
Medium
0.74 (0.13)
0.75 (0.13)
0.78 (0.10)
0.70 (0.18)

High
0.78 (0.14)
0.79 (0.13)
0.78 (0.15)
0.82 (0.1)

INTER
SESSIONS

Down
Up
Left
Right

0.63 (0.14)
0.61(0.14)
0.64 (0.15)
0.60 (0.14)

0.65 (0.14)
0.63 (0.14)
0.67 (0.13)
0.63 (0.15)

0.67 (0.15)
0.66 (0.15)
0.69 (0.15)
0.68 (0.15)

Serwadda Database

Frank Database
INTRA
SESSION

Down
Up
Left
Right

Low
0.69 (0.12)
0.73 (0.14)
0.71 (0.12)

INTER
SESSIONS

Down
Up
Left
Right

0.62 (0.15)
0.63 (0.15)
0.66 (0.14)

Quality Range
Medium
High
0.60 (0.19) 0.68 (0.2)
0.77 (0.12) 0.74 (0.15)
0.76 (0.12) 0.77 (0.15)
0.49 (0.16)
0.69 (0.14)
0.70 (0.14)

0.52 (0.18)
0.65 (0.14)
0.65 (0.17)

INTRA
SESSION

Down
Up
Left
Right

Low
0.62 (0.12)
0.70 (0.15)
0.65 (0.18)
0.74 (0.12)

Quality Range
Medium
0.74 (0.10)
0.68 (0.13)
0.71 (0.17)
0.71 (0.16)

High
0.83 (0.01)
0.74 (0.14)
0.74 (0.17)
0.52 (0.19)

INTER
SESSIONS

Down
Up
Left
Right

-

-

-

Antal Database

Table 1: Results for Sample Quality Analysis. Mean Similarity score (standard deviation in brackets) for genuine samples in
different quality ranges, evaluated for each direction and each dataset on both intra and inter sessions. values are left blank
when missing.
SERWADDA DATABASE

Quality Ranges
Low
Medium
High

5 samples
14.61 (9.6)
10.48 (7.9)
3.55 (4.4)

INTRA SESSION
Enrollment samples
10 samples 15 samples
12.97 (9.5)
8.02 (5.4)
7.45 (6.5)
5.25 (5.3)
2.11 (2.5)
1.74 (2.2)

Up

Low
Medium
High

13.86 (8.8)
7.93 (6.3)
1.83 (2.1)

10.45 (7.9)
4.38 (4.3)
0.51 (0.7)

7.77 (5.8)
3.95 (4.1)
0.18 (0.3)

7.19 (6.4)
3.18 (3.5)
0.11 (0.2)

30.12 (14.9)
21.85 (13.8)
15.30 (11.6)

25.97 (15.1)
21.85 (15.9)
12.14 (12.8)

24.71 (18.2)
17.56 (16.1)
10.24 (9.1)

22.86 (14.6)
18.51 (14.7)
11.97 (10.4)

Right

Low
Medium
High

11.26 (7.2)
5.63 (5.7)
2.19 (2.1)

9.25 (6.9)
3.85 (3.8)
1.35 (1.4)

6.09 (5.2)
2.90 (3.3)
0.85 (1.2)

5.14 (3.8)
2.74 (2.6)
1.08 (1.2)

25.88 (16.4)
16.42 (14.4)
21.27 (21.4)

24.70 (15.7)
16.24 (13.8)
18.45 (17.3)

21.59 (13.4)
15.47 (14.4)
19.35 (17.4)

20.43 (12.8)
13.78 (12.4)
18.49 (23.2)

Left

Low
Medium
High

10.36 (9.4)
6.51 (6.9)
3.24 (4.6)

8.25 (7.0)
5.20 (5.2)
2.47 (3.5)

5.84 (6.2)
2.78 (2.8)
2.16 (2.8)

6.21 (5.5)
2.12 (2.5)
1.43(2.8)

19.29 (14.5)
18.34 (17.3)
17.82 (16.8)

19.67 (13.6)
17.00 (16.9)
18.30 (19.5)

17.86 (15.6)
17.41 (18.4)
17.35 (20.7)

17.49 (12.3)
13.87 (15.1)
18.49 (23.2)

Down

20 samples
7.75 (6.0)
5.28 (5.0)
1.50 (1.6)

5 samples
25.31 (14.1)
22.41 (16.6)
12.57 (12.5)

INTER SESSIONS
Enrollment samples
10 samples
15 samples
23.56 (14.7) 22.22 (13.7)
17.88 (14.0) 20.10 (14.4)
11.27 (10.4) 10.16 (12.5)

20 samples
19.79 (13.9)
16.89 (13.7)
15.76 (22.6)

Table 2: Results for User Quality Analysis for Serwadda database. Mean EER in % (standard deviation in brackets) for subjects in quality ranges. In addition to directions and intra/inter sessions, different number of training samples are considered
in the evaluation.
FRANK DATABASE

Quality Ranges
Low
Medium
High

5 samples
40.06 (0.)
17.69 (11.3)
13.3 (8.6)

INTRA SESSION
enrollment samples
10 samples 15 samples
15.13 (0.)
13.96 (0.)
9.19 (2.4)
4.67 (4.5)
8.71 (6.9)
8.83 (6.4)

Right

Low
Medium
High

17.46 (0.)
15.27 (17.7)
2.09 (1.7)

12.42 (0.)
10.06 (7.8)
1.00 (1.1)

19.58 (0.)
6.46 (3.9)
1.94 (2.4)

8.28 (0.)
7.61 (4.6)
1.14 (2.5)

11.31 (9.1)
11.24 (12.1)

9.25 (10.9)
12.00 (12.1)

9.48 (11.1)
11.29 (11.8)

4.08 (4.1)
12.43 (12.5)

Left

Low
Medium
High

9.31 (10.1)
7.36 (6.1)

5.55 (4.9)
4.29 (3.4)

9.46 (10.5)
4.71 (4.3)

5.16 (7.1)
3.29 (3.1)

19.91 (10.1)
17.33 (20.5)

18.88 (10.3)
11.80 (9.3)

13.33 (12.2)
8.58 (11.1)

11.28 (5.1)
9.46 (9.5)

Down

20 samples
16.90 (0.)
6.6 (4.9)
7.95 (7.3)

5 samples
31.61 (27.9)
5.66 (5.1)

INTER SESSIONS
enrollment samples
10 samples
15 samples
19.24 (5.4) 27.22 (26.2)
2.95 (4.8)
4.82 (8.4)

20 samples
23.08 (25.2)
2.83 (3.9)

Table 3: Results for User Quality Analysis for Frank database. Mean EER in % (standard deviation in brackets) for subjects
in quality ranges. In addition to directions (excluding Up direction) and intra/inter sessions, different number of training
samples are considered in the evaluation.
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